Introduction
For information about nearings and in particular, for any algebraic terms not defined here, one may consult [1] , [6] and [7] . In this paper, nearrings will be right nearrings. Let (R, +) denote the additive topological group of real numbers. In [4] , we determined all the binary operations * on R such that (Ä, +, *) is a topological nearring. Specifically, we showed that if a < 0, b~> 0 and a 2 + b 2 φ 0 and we define then (R, + , *) is a topological nearring which is neither a left zero nearring (i.e., χ * y -χ for all x,y G R) nor a ring and every binary operation for which (R, +, *) is a topological nearring which is neither a left zero nearring nor a ring is of this form. We will subsequently denote the nearring with multiplication defined as in (1.1) by R a ,b-Now let X be a compact Hausdorif space and denote by N a ¿(X) the nearring of all continuous maps from X to R where f + g and fg are defined by (/ + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) and (fg)(x) = (/(a;))* (g(x)) where the operation * is defined as in (1.1). In [5] , we determined the endomorphism semigroup of N a ¿(X) in the case where X is a continuum which contains an arc and we used this result to show that if X and Y are both continua which contain arcs, then the endomorphism semigroups of N at b (X) and N a ¿ (Y) are isomorphic if and only if X and Y are homeomorphic. In this paper we extend this latter result to include spaces X and Y which are not necessarily connected. Specifically, we show that if X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces which either contain arcs or are 0-dimensional, then the endomorphism semigroups of the nearrings N a¡ b (X) and N at f,(Y) are isomorphic if and only if the spaces X and Y are homeomorphic. In Section 2, we obtain this result in the case of those 
The case where α φ -b
Throughout the remainder of this paper, it will be assumed that the spaces under consideration will all be compact Hausdorff spaces and the terms space and topological space will mean compact Hausdorff space. We will also assume throughout this section that in the case of the topological nearring, R a ,b, we always have α φ -b. We begin by stating, without proof, a result from [5] which is crucial to our considerations here. will denote the semigroup of all endomorphisms of the nearring N A ¿(X)·
The symbol P(X) denotes the semigroup, under composition, of all partial continuous selfmaps of X whose domains are clopen. The empty function is an element of this semigroup and will be denoted by the symbol e. Evidently, eo/ = /oe = e for all / € P(X) so that e is the zero of P(X). The domain of a function / G P(X) will be denoted by Dom(/) and its range will be denoted by Ran(f). For all f,g G P{X), one readily verifies that Dom(/ o g) = Dom(</) Π <7 -1 (Dom(/)) which is a (perhaps empty) clopen subset of X since Dom(/) and Dom(^) are both clopen subsets OIX. We note that if X is connected, then P(X) -5'(X)U{e} where S(X) is the semigroup, under composition, of all continuous selfmaps of X whose domains are all of X. The dual of P(X) will be denoted by PD(X).
Finally, the zero endomorphism of a nearring will be denoted by ipo- 
We consider the case where y G Dom(fti) which means y 0 /iJ~a(Dom(/i2))· We appeal to (2.2.1) again and get 
It readily follows that if either ψι = φο or ψ 2 = φο then we still have Φ(ψι o φ 2 ) = Φ{ψι)·Φ{φ 2 ) and we see that Φ is a homomorphism from EndN a ¿(X) to PD(X). The verification that Φ is bijective is straightforward and with this observation, we conclude the proof.
A 0-dimensional space here is one which has a basis of clopen sets. O-dimensional 
THEOREM (2.3). Suppose that the space X either contains an arc or is

The case where b > 0 and a = -b
We state, without proof, another result from [5] which we need for our considerations in this section. We state it in a slightly different, but equivalent, form which is better suited to our needs here. 
We note that while not all three of the sets A, Β and C can be empty, any one or any two can be empty. When A = 0, h will be the empty function e and when Β -0, k will be the empty function e. Let
T(X) -{(h,k) :
Dom(/i) and Dom(fc) are disjoint clopen subsets of X}.
Suppose (hi,ki),(h 2 ,k 2 )
E T(X). Since Dom(/ii)fl Dom(fci) = 0, we conclude that Dom(/ì2o/ii)fìDom(A;2ofc 1 ) = 0. Consequently, (h 2 ohi)U(k 2 is a (perhaps empty) continuous function with clopen domain where (h 2 o h ι ) U (&2 o ki) is simply the set theoretic union of h 2 o hi and k 2 o ki regarded as ordered pairs. In a similar manner, (k 2 o hi) U (h 2 o ki) is also a (perhaps empty) continuous function with clopen domain. Next, we define a binary operation on T(X) by
One can verify directly that this operation is associative so that T(X), with this operation, is a semigroup but this is not really necessary since this comes as a byproduct of our next result.
THEOREM 3.2. End N-b ,b{X) isomorphic to T(X).
Proof. Suppose φ G EndN^¡,,b(X) and φ φ <¿>o, the zero endomorphism of of the nearring End N-b,b(X)· According to Theorem 3.1, there exist two continuous maps h and k with clopen domains such that ' /(%))
for y e Dom(Ä)
The maps h and k are unique and we define a mapping
and Φ(φo) = (e, e). If either φι = φο or ψ 2 = <Po, it is immediate that Φ(ψι ο ψ 2 ) = Φ{ψι)Φ{ψ2) so let us consider the case where φχ, φ2 G EndN-b,b(X) and φι φ φ0 φ φ2. Then there exist continuous functions hi, ki, h2 and k2 with clopen domains such that
for hi{y) G Z2
for i = 1,2 where Zi = X\(Dom(/i¿) U Dom(í;,')). From this, we get
It follows from (3.2.1) that
and it follows from (3.2.4) that 
' f(h3(y)) for y G Dom(h3) -f(k3(y))
for y e Dom(fc3) 0
for y e Z3.
From (3.2.13), (3.2.7) and our definitions of the map Φ and the binary operation on T(X), we get (3.2.14)
= (/ii, k\)(J%2, k2) = Φ(ψ1)Φ(φ2).
This verifes the fact that Φ is a homomorphism from End N_b¿(X) into T(X).
It is a relatively straightforward matter to verify that Φ is, in fact, a bijection and this completes the verification that End N-b,b(X)
and T(X) are isomorphic.
We denote by TD(X) the dual of the semigroup T(X).
Consequently the product of two elements (/, g), (h,k) £ TQ(X) is given by (f,g)(h, k) = ((/ o h) U (g 0 k), (fok)U(go h)).
Our task is, of course, to show that the algebraic structure of End N^b^(X) determines the topological structure of X within an extensive class of spaces. It has been known for a long time that the algebraic structure of 5(X), the semigroup of all continuous selfmaps of X, under composition, determines the topological structure of X within a quite extensive class of spaces. If  End N-b,b{X) and End N_b:b(Y) are isomorphic, then TD{X) and TD{Y) are isomorphic. Our goal then is to find a subsemigroup of TD{X) which is isomorphic to S(X) and then characterize that subsemigroup algebraically within TD(X) so that any isomorphism from TD(X) onto TN(Y) must carry the subsemigroup of TD{X) which is isomorphic to 5(X) isomorphically onto the subsemigroup of ΤΡ(Υ) which is isomorphic to S(Y). We proceed to do this via a sequence of lemmas. Let us recall that the empty function is denoted by the symbol e and that (e,e) is the zero element of TD(X). For a clopen subset A of X, we denote by δ A the map with domain A which is defined by 6A(X) = Χ for each χ e A. The map δ χ will often be denoted more simply by δ. It is easy to check that (6,E) is the identity of TD(X). = (e,e).
Proof. Suppose A = X\(Dom (/) U Dom (g)) φ 0. Then (f,g)(S A ,e) = (e, e) but (δA, e) φ (e, e). Now suppose that Dom(/) U Dom(^) = X and that (f,g)(h,k) = (e,e). Then 
((foh)ü(gok),(fok)ö(goh)) = (e,e).
Thus (/ o h) U (g o k) = e which implies
Evidently, T¿(X) is a subsemigroup of TD(X).
For a point Χ £ X and a clopen subset A of X, we denote by (X)A the function with domain A which is defined by (X)A(CI) = x for all A € A. The function (χ)Χ will often be denoted more simply by (a;). The element (e,¿) plays an important role in our subsequent considerations and we characterize it algebraically in our next result. LEMMA 
(h,k) -(e,<5) if and only if(h,k) is in the center of ΤD(X)
and (e, e) φ (h, k) φ (δ, e).
Proof. It is immediate that (e,<$) is in the center of Tu{X)· Suppose, conversely, that (h,k) is in the center of TD{X) and that (e,e) φ (h,k) φ (δ, e). Let A = Dom(/i) and Β = Dom(fc). Since (h,k) φ (e, e), we have A U Β φ 0. Suppose AUB φ X and choose χ £ X\(AUB).
Then (h,k)((x),e)
-
(e,e) while ((x),e)(h,k) = ((Χ)Α,(Χ)Β)
φ (e,e). Consequently, we must have A U Β = X. Now suppose that Α φ 0 φ Β. Choose any α ζ A and we get (h, k)((a),e) = ((h(a) ),e) and ((a), e)(h, k) = ((a)a, which is a contradiction and we conclude that either A = 0 or Β -0. Suppose 5 = 0.
Then A = X and (h,k) = (h, e). For any χ G X we get (h,e)({x),e) = ({h(x)), e) and ((x),e)(h, e) = ((a;), e). This means that h(x) = χ for all χ G X which in turn implies that (h, k) = (S, e)
. This is, of course, a contradiction so we must conclude that A = 0. Therefore, Β = X and we have (h, k) = For any χ e I, we have (e,k)(e, (x)) = ((k(x) ),e) and (e, (x))(e,k) = ((x),e). This means that k(x) = χ for all a; G X and we have shown that
Then there exist two disjoint clopen subsets A and Β of X whose union is X and a point a G A such that  (f,g) = ((a)a, (a)s) if and only if(f,g ) is idempotent and
and (
3.6.3) (h,k)(f,g)(h,k)(f,g) ((h(a)) A , (h(a)) B )((h(a)) A , (h(a)) B ) = ((h(a)) A , (h(a)) B )
if h(a) G A and
((K a ))A, (h(a)) B )({h(a)) A , (h(a)) B ) = (<M«))B, (M«))A)
if /i(a) G Β. In either event, it follows from (3.6.2), (3.6.3), and (3.6.4) that
= ((a)a, (a) B )(h, k)((a) A , (a) B )(h, k)((a) A , (a) B ) = {(a)a, {a) B )((h{a)) A , (h(a)) B )((h(a)} A , (h(a)) B )
= «αΜα) Β ) = (/,$)· Thus, (3.6.1) holds whenever a G Dom(/i) and one verifies, in a similar manner, that (3.6.1) also holds whenever a G Dom(fc). Suppose, conversely, that (/, g) is idempotent and satisfies (3.6.1). Let A = Dom(/) and Β = Dom(^). Choose any χ G X. If x G A, we get (f,g){(x),e) = ((/W),e) which implies
and it follows that g(x) G A since (f,g) is idempotent. DEFINITION 3.7. We denote by I(X) the collection of all idempotent elements of T¿(X) which satisfy (3.6.1) for all (h,k) G T£(X).
We next define an equivalence relation ξ on I(X) by ((a) A ,(a) 
((a) A , (a) B )((c)c, (C)D) = ((a)Α, (α)β)((ή Α , (c) B ) = ((a) A , (a) B )
while This completes the proof. DEFINITION 3.9 . For two disjoint clopen subsets A and Β of X whose union is X, we define
E(A,B) = {((c) c ,(c) D )eI(X):
either A = C and Β = D or A = D and Β = C}. Evidently, the sets E(A, Β) are precisely the equivalence classes induced by the equivalence relation Ξ. It follows easily that
and this, in turn, implies that E(A,B) = E(B,A). In our next result, we characterize algebraically, the equivalence class E(X, 0) = {({a;}, e) : χ G Χ}. 
Proof. Suppose first that E(A,B) = E(X,9) = {({x),e) : χ G X} and consider the two pairs (S,e) and (e,¿). Evidently, (<5, e) satisfies (3.10.1) and (e,S) satisfies (3.10.2). We must now show that these are the only pairs of functions which satisfy either (3.10.1) or (3.10.2). Suppose (h,k) satisfies Evidently, Dom(fc) = 0 which means k = e. We appeal to (3.10.1) again and for any iflwe get and, similarly, (δΒ,δΑ) satisfies either (3.10.1) or (3.10.2) for each (f,g) G E(A,B). But the same holds for the functions (δ,ε) and (e,<5) and since Α φ 0 φ Β, it follows that we have four distinct pairs, each of which satisfies either (3.10.1) or (3.10.2). This concludes the proof.
In our next definition, we single out a particular subsemigroup of T^(X) and the following result, together with the previous lemmas of this section, characterizes that subsemigroup algebraically within the semigroup Τρ(Χ). We note that since Dom (h) U Dom (k) = X for all (h,k) G T^(X), it follows that Dom(Ä) = X for all (h,e) G T¿. We are now in a position to show that the algebraic structure of End N-B,B{X) determines the topological structure ofX within an extensive class of spaces. The symbol S(X) denotes the semigroup, under composition of all continuous selfmaps of the space X. 
